Mercedes Audio 10 cd

Radio Player Becker BE6021 BE4410 Benz Tuner Head Unit

German

ORIGINAL MERCEDES BECKER AUDIO 10 CD PLAYER BE6021 BE4410
You can buy here a genuine OEM Mercedes-Benz radio-CD player that can play all burned, copied CDs without any
problems. Burn / Copy your own CDs after your fancy.{gallery}becker-radio{/gallery}Your MERCEDES is not the place for
aftermarket-CD-player, no other player is able to get these good looks and match with everything in your car like original
Mercedes unit itself! Here you get a chance to buy a great IN-DASH MERCEDES player! If you want to upgrade your
cassette player to an in-dash CD and keep the original factory look and function, this is the only way to get Mercedes
quality.
This high class original Becker Radio fits Mercedes-Benz C-Class, CLK, Vito and Viano.
W203 W 203 C-Class
CL203 CL 203 C-Class Sport Coupe
S203 S 203 C-Class estate Car T-Model
W209 W 209 CLK Coupe
A209 A 209 CLK Cabrio convertible
C209 CLK
W638 W 638 Vito VAN
W639 W 639 Viano
Also Cars with Mercedes Tuning
Your car is not listed? please inform us of your car details at info@car-radio.de
This MB radio is in excellent condition no pixel errors, no scratches, absolutely as NEW, removed from newly cars by a
Mercedes Benz dealer (exchanged with a navigation system).564 Euro Mercedes selling
Our price 229 Euro
Within the next few days only 199,98 Euro
Buy Becker Audio 10 CD for less!

FEATURES:
Burn / Copy your own CDs and Play it with this Becker CD Player in your Car.
Excellent radio with brilliant sound!
Flashing diode and integrated with cars alarm system, automatic and manual station scanning, ten station pre-set
memory for each band, in each case 10 transmitter memory for FM (UKW / VHF), MW, LW and SW, RDS-Radio Data
System
PTY-Function + TP-Traffic radio.
Adjustable bass, treble, balance, fader, random play, repeat play
CD title jump forward / backwards, traffic messages with interruption of the CD rendition, automatic phone mute circuit
(telephone mute), automatic volume adaptation and lit display.
Can be connected to your MB multifunction steering wheel (audio functions displayed also below the tacho/rev counter
within the instrument cluster, aftermarket units cant do that).564 Euro Merceds selling
Our price 229 Euro
Within the next few days only 199,98 Euro
Compares with original Mercedes CD-changer via fiber-optic D2B bus.
Also you can use your Apple Ipod Mini, Video, Nano, Shuffle, with this Radio and Ipod Carkit. This is high-power unit
compared to a Mercedes cassette player it gives more power, more dynamics, more energy to the music and sounds,
absolutely fabulous! Only original sound system engineered and developed by car manufacturer looks and plays so
perfect. Aftermarket-CD-player does not look good and sounds bad. That's why most of the people will gladly put an
original player back in the place where it should be.
Buy Becker Audio 10 CD for less!
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